
Make a Backpack Organizer Insert 

 This is all the stuff I carry when I go out for a day of sketching.  Yes, I really do need all 

of that and use nearly every item each time.  A backpack is the easiest and most comfortable 

way to carry it all but so many little items fall to the bottom.  It’s annoying.   

 My solution is to make an organizer.  I normally carry a lightweight board made of 

coroplast.  That’s it under the clips and triangle.  It becomes the form to hold the shape of the 

fabric organizer.   

I chose a piece of heavy cotton fabric I 

had in my stash.  I don’t know the  

content, but it’s probably a heavy cotton 

duck.  I used the coroplast board as the 

pattern.   

 

I drew with a pen that will wash out but 

any will do as this is not clothing we’re 

making.   

 

Make sure to draw seam allowances. 



After drawing around the board, I 

flipped it, allowed a little extra space 

and continued drawing the pattern.  

My plan is to fold the fabric and just 

sew 2 seams up the sides.   

The long piece is left from cutting.  I’ll use it to make 

the pockets.  I cut out the fabric with pinking shears as 

this fabric is likely to fray and I’m not going to do fold 

over seams.   

Midway, I changed up how I do the pockets.  Measure for size against the item.  I made two 

wide sections to run across the main piece so it will be attached with the side seams.   

Then I marked where I want the pockets to  

divide. 



Pin in place 

I used a zig-zag stitch to attach the 

pocket sections and to divide them. 

I made a set of pockets for each side of the organizer.  Now I have plenty of pockets for the 

small items and the entire thing pulls out of the backpack, giving me easy access to all these 

items.   
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